
 

350 CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT. 
 (REV 6-20-22) (FA 9-8-22) (FY 2023-24) 

SUBARTICLE 350-9.2 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 350-9.2 Sampling Frequency for Quality Control Tests: Sample and test concrete 
of each design mix for temperature and compressive strength tests once per LOT.  
  A LOT is defined as the concrete placement of 2,000 square yards or one 
day’s production, whichever is less. The LOT must be of the same type of placement method, 
such as slip form or formwork methods. Partial LOTs of less than 500 square yards will be 
combined with the previous LOT for testing and acceptance purposes.  
  350-9.2.1 Reduced Frequency for Quality Control Tests: The LOT size for 
reduced testing frequency of Class I (Pavement) may represent a maximum production 
quantity of 4,000 square yards, provided that the submitted historical compressive strength 
test results meet the requirements as described below: 
   1. The average of the acceptance compressive strengths is equal to or 
greater than 2,500 psi plus 2.33 standard deviations. 
   2. Every average of three consecutive strength test equals or exceeds 
the 3,000 plus 1.34 standard deviations. 
   Base calculations on a minimum of five consecutive compressive 
strength results. The average of the consecutive compressive strength test results can be 
established using historical data from a previous Department project. The tests from the 
previous Department project must be within the last calendar year or may also be established 
by a succession of samples on the current project. Only one sample can be taken from each 
LOT. Test data must be from sample(s) tested by a laboratory meeting the requirements of 
Section 105. Obtain Department approval before beginning reduced frequency LOTs. 
   If at any time a compressive strength test is not verified or the average 
compressive strength of the previous five consecutive samples from the same mix design and 
the same production facility does not conform to the above conditions, return to the 
frequency represented by the LOT as defined in 350-9.2. Notify the Engineer that the initial 
frequency is reinstated. To reinitiate reduced frequency, submit a new set of strength test 
results. 
  350-9.2.2 Sampling Frequency for Verification: The Engineer will verify 
one of every four consecutive LOTs, randomly selected, for each mix design in accordance 
with 346-8. 
   The Engineer may perform additional independent verifications tests. 
All QC activities, calculations and inspections may be randomly confirmed by the Engineer. 
The Engineer may obtain additional samples for informational purposes. 
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